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AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

LAND BRIDGESCURBLESS PAVED ROADS

Paved roads through most of the site will be designed in an informal character in keeping with the agricultural 
context.  Grassy shoulders and loose hedgerows will give the roads character and screen them from the 
adjacent land uses.

Small land bridges will be used to span wetlands and low areas, allowing for free-flowing drainage of the site.  
Low earthen bridges fit into the landscape and preserve the site’s rural character.  

WOODLAND EDGE RESTORATIONOPEN SPACE PRESERVATION

Open space preservation will be a hallmark of this project.  A vast majority of the site will remain open and will 
be dedicated to ecological purposes.

The edges  between the adjacent woodlands and the site will be planted to restore this ecologically productive 
transition zone.  Fields against the forest edge will be allowed to grow taller, creating a naturalistic edge rich in 
habitat and species diversity.
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GREEN STRATEGIES FOR A SUSTAINABLE SITE

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT--INFILTRATION BASINSSTORM WATER MANAGEMENT--ROADSIDE SWALES
Runoff from roads will be directed into swales vegetated with native grasses and forbs.  The vegetation filters 
the water, cleaning it before it enters into streams and rivers.

Runoff from the roofs of buildings and the site will be directed into infiltration basins.  These basins hold and 
filter the water before it enters into the groundwater.  They also provide an opportunity to introduce beautiful 
wildflowers and grasses that provide habitat and food to butterflies and other pollinators.  

PERVIOUS PAVEMENT
Pervious pavement will be used in parking bays and other hard surfaces to minimize runoff and recharge the 
groundwater.  The informal style of this paving also recalls the rural character of the site.

PHOTOVOLTAIC DARK SKY LIGHTING
Site lighting will be powered by solar photovoltaic panels.  Only fixtures approved by the International Dark Sky 
Association will be used on the site.

SEDIMENT PONDS
Runoff from buildings and the site will be directed into sediment ponds to capture and filter pollutants before 
entering into local streams and rivers.  In addition to their hydrological function, these ponds will also be beautiful 
additions to the landscape that introduce new habitats for birds and other wildlife.  

STREAM RESTORATION
This project will restore the banks of streams by careful grading and replanting with native species.  This will 
improve the site’s water quality and the aquatic ecology.
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LANDSCAPE TREATMENTS

REFORESTATION ZONE AND NOISE BERMS
Several thousand deciduous and evergreen trees native to Queen Anne’s County will be planted in the buffer zone along Route 304 and Route 481.  The trees will be a mix of different sizes at the time of installation in order to create 
a more naturalistic effect.  Larger species will be planted along the property lines at Ruthsburg to provide maximum impact.  Large earth berms will provide a sound barrier.

SHRUB SCREENING
In addition to trees, tall native shrubs will be planted in mass throughout the site.  The shrub massing will not only screen the site from the adjacent properties, but it will also help to separate program elements within the site.  The 
shrub massing will be rich in species diversity, creating new habitat corridors for local wildlife.

SEEDED NATIVE GRASSES
The site’s open character will largely be preserved.  Low native grasses will be seeded throughout the open spaces.  

RAIN GARDEN FOR STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Small land bridges will be used to span wetlands and low areas, allowing for free-flowing drainage of the site.  Low earthen bridges fit inot the landscape and preserve the site’s rural character.  
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SITE SECTIONS AT ROUTE 481/DAMSONTOWN ROAD
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